
Stylish Design
Who says an affordable keyboard has to look cheap? The E-09 is
a stylish instrument that proudly wears the Roland logo. Its sleek,
low-profile body is accentuated by colorful, friendly buttons and
an easy-to-read backlit LCD. Now you can choose from two classic
colors, black (E-09) or white (E-09W).

Interactive Styles
You don’t have to be an accomplished keyboardist to make great
music with the E-09. Right out of the box, it’s loaded with dozens
of one-touch patterns that you can control and embellish for an
impressive performance. Onboard styles include Western, Middle
Eastern and Asian.

Great Sounds
Roland is world-famous for creating instruments with stunning
sounds, and the E-09 is no exception. An entire world of tone is
available at the touch of a button, from orchestral to modern and
beyond. Every sound can be customized and enhanced with the
powerful multi-effects processor.

16-Track Recorder
The E-09’s impressive sounds and interactive styles make it a
great tool for creating songs. That’s why Roland equipped this
keyboard with a built-in 16-track recorder for capturing and
developing your musical ideas. There’s even an Easy Mode for
quick, friendly operation.

Interactive Arranger

Now Available in White
Its price might say “budget,” but the E-09’s sounds and styles are nothing but first class. Building
on the success of Roland’s popular E-series arranger keyboards, the E-09W raises the quality
standard for entry-level arrangers. The E-09 is now available in black or white colors.

! High-quality sound engine with 870 tones and 70 
drum kits; GM2 compliant

! Interactive musical styles, including Western, 
Middle Eastern and Asian

! 64-voice polyphony

! 47 Multi-FX plus reverb and chorus
! 16-Track recorder with Easy Mode
! Friendly Music Assistants, One-Touch settings
! High-performance speaker system onboard, 

plus two headphone jacks
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